Advancements in Internet lead to the shortage of available IPV4 addresses. The main long-term solution to the IP address scalability problem was to increase the size of the IP address. To subside this problem temporarily, a specific subset of IPV4 address was termed as private. The size of routing table can be managed using certain techniques. Instead of holding information about whole route, the routing table holds information which results in next hop in next hop routing technique. Using network specific routing technique searching process is simplified as only one entry in routing table is used which defines the address of complete network. In this paper we will stimulate the network address translation and port address translation routing technique.
II. NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION
Hosts that do not have a valid, globally registered unique IP address can communicate with other hosts through internet with the help of NAT which allows these addresses which are not internet ready to connect to hosts around the world. This process is achieved by NAT by using a valid registered IP address to represent the private address to the rest of the Internet. The router, performing NAT, changes the packet's source IP address when the packet leaves the private organization and changes the destination address in each packet that is forwarded back into the private network. A NAT gateway can provide the following benefits:  Protocol-level protection.  Automatic client computer configuration control.
 Packet level filtering and routing.
Port mapping table is used by NAT gateway which stores information regarding the ports renumbered for each client's outgoing packets. This table relates the client's real local IP address and source port along with its translated source port number to a destination address and port. The NAT gateway can thus reverse the process for returning packets and route them back to the correct clients. When any remote server replies to an NAT client, all incoming packets arriving at the NAT gateway will all have same destination address, but the destination Port number will be the unique Source Port number that was assigned by the NAT. The NAT gateway searches in its port mapping table to know which "real" client address and port number a packet is destined for, and these numbers are replaced before passing the packet on to the local client. This process is completely dynamic. When a packet is received from an internal client, NAT looks for the matching source address and port in the port mapping table. If the entry is not found, a new one is created, and a new mapping port allocated to the client.
III. NAT TERMINOLOGY
Various elements of Network Address Translation Scheme can be described using specific terms. Consider the following topology.  Inside Local-The term inside refers to an address used for host inside an enterprise. This refers to set of network nodes whose IP address is subject to translation. These IP addresses are usually not globally unique. In the above figure the inside local address is 10.0.0.2  Inside Global-This refers to the address that identifies an inside host to the outside world (usually a public address). Essentially, this is the dynamically or statically-assigned public address assigned to a private host. In the above figure the inside global address is 15.1.1.5  Outside Global-The term outside refers to an address used for host outside an enterprise. An outside global address is the actual IP address assigned to the hosts that resides in the outside network (Internet), usually a public address. In the above figure the outside global address is 97.1.1.9  Outside Local-This refers to the address that identifies an outside host to the inside network. This is usually the same address as the Outside Global. However, it is occasionally necessary to translate an outside (usually public) address to an inside (usually private) address. In the above figure the outside local address is 97.1.1.9
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To simplify, global addresses are associates with public addresses, and local addresses are associated with private addresses generally.
IV. TOPOLOGY FOR CONFIGURING
STATIC NAT The NAT router simply configures a oneto-one mapping between the private address and the registered address that is used on its behalf while using static NAT. To support a second IP host with static NAT a second static one-to-one mapping using a second IP address in the public address range is required. Using NAT terminology, the enterprise network that uses private addresses, needs NAT, is the "inside" part of the network. The Internet side of the NAT function is the "outside" part of the network. A host that needs NAT has the IP address it uses inside the network, and similarly it needs an IP address to represent it in the outside network. The topology consists of three pc's (PC0, PC1 &PC2), one switch (2950-24), two routers (1841) and connecting wires. R0 is assumed to be connected to ISP & R1 on the WAN side. 
V. CONFIGURATION OF STATIC NAT FOR THE CONSIDERED TOPOLOGY
After constructing the network and making connections as described in the above figure, ip addresses will be assigned to the pc's (end devices). The procedure for the same is given as: The above figures indicate how the source and destination IP addresses get changed at various stages. The following information can be checked y clicking on the message packet at router0 (ISP) and at router 1 (WAN). Similarly the PDU information for PC1 & PC2 can be verified.
VI. CONFIGURATION OF DYNAMIC NAT FOR THE CONSIDERED TOPOLOGY
Dynamic NAT utilizes a pool of global addresses to dynamically translate the outbound traffic of clients behind a NAT enabled device. The router is provided with pool of IPs that contains global IPs, so every time when a user tries to access a public network it will be provided with an IP from the pool. Consider the topology as defined in figure  2 . After making the connections and assigning the ip address on PC's, the configuration of dynamic NAT will be done on Router0 (ISP). The process is as follows: After the topology is configured with the instructions given, the routing of packets is check in simulation mode for different PC's. 
VII. CONFIGURATION OF PAT FOR THE
CONSIDERED TOPOLOGY Some networks need to have most, IP hosts to access the Internet. If this network uses private IP addresses, the NAT router needs a very large set of registered IP addresses. Dynamic NAT lessens the problem to some degree, because every single host in an internetwork rarely need to communicate with the Internet at the same time. The NAT Overload feature, also called Port Address Translation (PAT), translates the outbound traffic of clients to unique port numbers of a single global address. Overloading allows NAT to scale to support many clients with only a few public IP addresses. Consider the topology as defined in figure 2. After making the connections and assigning the ip address on PC's, the configuration of dynamic NAT will be done on Router0 (ISP). The process is as follows: 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Technically, NAT is a firewall. Dynamic NAT is natural firewall between private network and public networks/Internet. NAT offers a fast and effective way to expand secure Internet access into existing and new private networks. NAT can reuse Ipv4 addresses. Hosts in private network can share limited public IP addresses. It also delays the deployment of IPv6. NAT breaks end-to-end connectivity model. NAT offers greater administrative flexibility and performance than the alternative application-level proxies
